
 The Quantum GIT Conjecture

Application of the mirror picture of 3D gaugetheory
to GW theory of GIT quewants of compact Fanos

X compact symphatta W Hamiltonian G action

µ X of moment map XDG Mto G

Moral statement gauged GW theory of X GW X4G

in Fane smooth quotient case

History Proved by Batyrer in ton's case
Ireinterpreted in Givental Hori Vafa description

Conjectured by physicists long ago

Recent proof joint with Dan Pome leano for QH
band on earlier 1171 incomplete proposal by G

Noteworthy Proof is Fleer theomfig
no obvious path to alg geom proof

Compliments Loosening assumption progressive failure
orbifoldquotients Intani

Addition statement as comethers to multiplication
non Fane Ant ixia additive summand in ganged

known from ton's examples in physics compliment
is called Landau Ginzburg sector



1 Minor pichin of C gauge theory

Involves the Toda span To 6 G o for G

Thy Equivariant span ut state fr an o rented local
TAFT with topological G symmetry gives a sheaf of
algebra with Lagrangian support in Jo

Assumptions Finiteness of HH E on tellBo

Orientability a Ct condition as unobstructed men

quantities to a module on Mi def of Jo

Even though assumptions don't quit apply to GW x

the conclusion does

The Qb x is an Ez algebra over 4ft is Es
Knit of rank 94 1 1 over the Tode base

Examples
Flag varieties Gl am leaves of the Whittaker foliation

Joe Etty and then an the cotangent fibers

z e th in Act t the goes with 9th

Functions on it are the equiv sympheti cohomology



2 Interpretation character calculus for gauge theory
f YET 562

Jesus
get

z gibe in Egeneral IP mirrors

gayer fff removed z
2dtheory

g ip.in 4tXsoz
blown up points

gauged theory blue
Homo A blue

Spx HTB GI

Theorem C Pomenhane If X is compact Fano with
smooth quotient XG

H Ho E QE x HE point
Hfral

Special care Geto rest

H'IA QUIMI CSeia ops 13

or fixed valve

Similarly can pentazs unit section toffs Toda foliation
staying in the Fane case

Proof by Fleer theory algebraicGeometry



3 Rewriting the tins product

Over G we have the family of Floes theories

g e G n HF Xia

This is

A desired local system Fleer continuation maps

G equivariant for conjugation

Multiplicative and Ez multiplication equivariantly
pair of pants prochint

Fiber at 1 carries the monodromy representation of RC

Equiv fiber Hetty n n of that
Remark read chain when m needed

This is the action of El Jol on GHG x

Preposition HE G HI x QHIM 0 H'TBG

Heino
This is the space of state for theganged theory

We're now set up for a Floes calculation



4 Additive structure

A Flow the cohomology into a lot by turning on

K Int as a Floes Hamiltonian K x

ThÉÉÉÉti eventually into a

periodic orbit in a Guillemin Sternberg normal n th d

which is a dish in 7 61 bunch over Mollo

Remey X is stratified by the Morse function M
I Kirwan stratification which breaks up the cohomology
Local calculation shows that in the Fano case
all classes flow out of the strata and into the bull
I see IP examplebelow

However the Fane case allows the definition of an
invariant for each Fleer class monotone index which
control the rate of flow globally

Remy the non Fane case has trappedcohomology
at some fixedpointsets This accounts for the physics
Landau Ginzburg summand Combinatorialdescription
work in progress

Remand One difficulty with local calculation In t need
not be Morse Bott Circle case is easier



B The flow defines a lattice in Otto IN over 21219
Namely declan every geomahi a orbit in the
G S normal neighborhood to have g degree 0

theorem
1 The Fleer differential between aligner o o bit in

G S neighborhood is topological t 012

2 The q power filtration is bounded below in
each degree

Rmt 11 from a priorienergy estimates
a from degree bounds 2 Fan condition

Meaning of topological

sit in a fiber of projection to XHG am G x

flag variation D G The topological differential is the
on computing HECoxCIT I H'lot

Corollary The g filtration on the Floes complex

gives a convergent spatial seguence with topologically
computed E term

Computation of Hd to Jtf As we mon on G the

Flo a orbit an all geodesics in the group These frm space

G x op G equivariant cohomology leans the base XK



C The answer

We described gr of the map

gauge theory span 011 1 16

In principle then could be extra differentials but the answer

already has the right size

The actual map has quantum comctions

We know how to define it using the Lagrangian
commondener

u 6 a X x XX

mon tom case Wehrheim Woodward generalized
by Fukaya et all

Building the Fleer Family over G fr X and the

constant family fr Xtc we get a comp on dem
bimodal between Fleer cohomologies that is

adding isomorphic to both sides

isomorphism of full Or structures

Future plans denies the map in closed frm
expected to be Woodward's QuantumKirwan map

General re to compht GW structure



D IP example
H I KE

Z i

NK OE n E K

O

2 1

Natural presentation of Fleer complex
upper half orbits originate from top
lower half ons it originate from bottom

Floor degree
Ph Poincare dual class of point 2n I

Sn i i i and
on nthorbit

zu
fr n e

Fleer differential
top b si'd te n IBS

n so

i
Great normalization ten É Pn Te j s

Fbn degree I 0

Stn E Tn ton I y T.tn
topological

pun Flor

Lattin 970 Ctu Tn



The Seidl operator Z acts as In Inn Oh out

computing the classical differential and fixing Z
gives the 217 module 2154 2193

This is indeed the classical cohomology of P 1st
as modish over HABS

With the full quantum differential instead computes

with I IZ depending on sign of n
an CP

2 It Zt at t 212 27 z fixedvalue

Not that 9ft et 5 212 E

is OnH's P C J Spec aft

and we find the intention with a fiber Ze fixed

This is the Batynew construction


